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Looking for screen panels to create a beautiful
backdrop?
Our Fernreed screens add a stylish retreat feature to
any landscape design, as well as conveniently hiding
unwanted areas.
Long Lasting & Excellent Coverage. They come in
different sizes and are available in both DIY and install.

Screens

FERNREED

95%

COVERAGE

Bamboo is reknown for its durability and hardiness, as
they are insect and moisture resistant.
If you are looking to create an exotic infused outdoor
living space, we have a wide range of colours to suit
your concept.
Our bamboo screens can also be made to your specs,
ask us how now!
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BAMBOO

.

80%

COVERAGE

Designed with security and ventilation in mind,
Knotwood aluminium are versatile aluminium
timber ‐look screens, that create the perfect
combination of design and airflow that is just right for
your outdoor area.
Perfect for those living near the coast or simply those
wanting a long lasting yet low maintainence screen!
We offer complete flexibility not only in design, but
also in choices of colours, styles and sizing.
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KNOTWOOD ALIMINIUM

Lightweight, Durable and
Low Maintenance
.

Available in a wide
range of colours!

All of our Timber is fully sealed off-site prior to
installation, which makes it very popular for
it's warmth that it displays in its touch and feel.
We aslo can handpick all timber to have your screens
match any existing timber installations.
Our timber screening is available in a range of wood
grains, including (but not limited to) batu, merbau,
jarrah and pine, in timber or powdercoated frames.
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TIMBER

.

We use
only top
quality
timber!

Have you got something different in mind? A unique
design, size or material? We can custom make Screens
to your peference.
Whether it’s fashioning laser‐cut screens into
custom ‐designed screening partitions or carefully
hand ‐selecting timbers and building innovative timber
screening constructions.
Contact us NOW, we love to bring ideas to life!
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CUSTOM

